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minto pyramid principle the full wiki - minto pyramid principle was originally developed by barbara minto at the time when
she started her job at the position of consultant at mckinsey company inc this particular method is a hierarchical structure of
thinking and communication tool applied before developing appropriately organized piece of writing, the pyramid principle
in consulting consultant s mind - consultants must structure their thinking this is the only way to present your ideas
clearly to clients one excellent tool is the pyramid principle by an ex mckinsey consultant by the name of barbara minto she
authored a book called the minto pyramid principle here affiliate link which essentially defined the way consultants structure
most of their presentations, business decision mapping wikipedia - business decision mapping bdm is a technique for
making decisions particularly for the kind of decisions that often need to be made in business it involves using diagrams to
help articulate and work through the decision problem from initial recognition of the need through to communication of the
decision and the thinking behind it, barbara minto executive profile biography bloomberg - ms barbara minto serves as
advisory director at quadreen capital llp ms barbara was the first female consultant at mckinsey company she earned an m
b a from the harvard business school, minto s pyramid principle summary and forum 12manage - limitations of pyramid
principle disadvantages it takes a lot of discipline to both learn and apply the methods consistently some critics say the
original book makes a less than compelling argument for taking the time to use the methods book barbara minto the minto
pyramid principle, who is barbara minto and why is she important to mbb - fundamentally this is a way to structure your
thoughts and arguments consultants are story tellers who use their thinking process and economy of words to make a client
impact in a short amount of time the minto principle helps please see my
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